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Garden Wedge Cold Frame 
 Assembly Instruction

Continued 

 Parts 
List             

Product Care & Maintenance

ITEM QTY. PART # DESCRIPTION Western Red Cedar will turn a 
weathered grey if left unfin-
ished. Although no finish is 
required for cedar products 
when used outdoors, a natural 
oil finish applied regularly will 
help maintain the beauty and 
minimize cracking and drying. It 
is recommended to use 
Gronomics Garden Bed Oil 
(Item # GBO-1Q), a non-toxic, 
food safe finish that is very easy 
to apply. 

Apply Oil when air and wind 
temperatures are between 50-
90 degrees. Avoid applying in 
direct sunlight.

1 1 LRP3x4W Left Rear Post, w/Dowel

2 1 RRP3x4W Right Rear Post, w/Dowel

3 1 LFP3x4W Left Front Post

4 1 RFP3x4W Right Front Post

5 1 BW18-45 Back Window
6 1 FW11-45 Front Window
7 2 SW29W Side Window
8 1 L51-36W Lid
9 4 WS8-8 Post Supports
10 8 GRK6-.75R4 Hinge Support Bracket Screw, #6 x 3/4”
11 24 CS8-112ZY Post Support Screw, #8 x 1-1/2”
12 6 R48-2ZY Hinge Screw, #8 x 2”
13 1 SBL Hinge Support Bracket, Left
14 1 SBR Hinge Support Bracket, Right
15 2 3GEU3 Knob
16 2 H-2.5 Hinge
Not 

Shown
- WSTRIP Weather Stripping

Packaged & Inspected by: Date:

Stack matching pieces in piles. Using the parts list,
locate and count the individual pieces and verify
that you have received the correct number of
pieces.

If any pieces are missing or replacement parts are
required, contact Gronomics at 1-855-299-6727.

NOTE: It is recommended to place a protective
layer between the ground and the pieces during
assembly. This will help prevent damage to the
pieces.

Parts Identification Item #: GWCF 34-481
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Continued   

NOTE: Make sure the garden bed is on a level
surface and square (If the garden bed is not level
and square the cold frame will not fit correctly).

NOTE: If assembling posts onto an existing garden
wedge, remove the post caps.

Align the hole located on bottom of the left rear post
(Item 1) with the existing stud. Tighten the post until
snug with the tapered edge of the rear post towards
the front of the garden bed.

NOTE: The post slots must be facing each post.

Repeat procedure for right rear post (Item 2), left
front post (Item 3) and right front post (Item 4).

Front Post / Rear Post Assembly2
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Install the back window (Item 5) between the posts
and slide down.

Center the post supports (Item 9), with three holes
located on top post and three holes located on the
bottom post. Keep the post supports flush with the
inside of the posts.

NOTE: Make sure top posts are straight and square
with the bottom posts and that the back window is
snug in the post slots.

Install six #8 x 1-1/2” screws (Item 11) into each post
support.

Back Window / Post Support Assembly3
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Install the front window (Item 6) between the posts
and slide down.

Center the post supports (Item 9) with three holes
located on top post and three holes located on the
bottom post.

NOTE: Make sure top posts are straight and square
with the bottom posts and that the front window is
snug in the post slots. Keep the post supports flush
with the inside of the posts.

Install six #8 x 1-1/2” screws (Item 11) into each post
support.

Front Window / Post Support Assembly4
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Install the two side windows (Item 7) between the
posts and slide down.

Side Window Assembly5
7
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Install the lid (Item 7) on top of the posts with the lid
hinges (Item 16) located at the rear.

Center the lid side to side on top of the posts.

Install three #8 x 2” screws (Item 12) into each hinge
(Item 16).

Lid Assembly6
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Loosen the knob (Item 15).

Raise the lid and position the RH hinge support
bracket (Item 14) at the mark and tighten the knob.
Install the four #6 x 3/4” screws (Item 10).

Repeat step 7 on opposite side for LH support
bracket (Item 13). 

NOTE: Weather stripping is provided in the kit. The
weather stripping can be installed along the top
edge of all four windows to provide a better seal in
climates where below freezing temperatures are
expected.

Hinge Support Bracket Assembly7
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Completed Assembly 8
NOTE: Always make certain the hinge support
bracket knobs are tighten to keep the lid secured.

If desired loosen the hinge support bracket knobs
and set the lid at the desired opening and tighten
knobs.




